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Tricentis announced that it has entered into a partnership with CloudMonkey Mobile, a leading
provider of mobile testing platforms for today&#39;s distributed delivery teams. Tricentis will provide
integration of its Tosca Testsuite into CloudMonkey Mobile&#39;s LabManager, a turnkey solution
for managing application effectiveness testing on mobile devices and tablets. The partner solution
will allow enterprises to accelerate business innovation through streamlined, automated mobile
application testing.
Enterprise customers can leverage the integrated solution to simplify management of the device lab
for developing mobile test applications. The solution also enables IT departments to provide a
functional, on-premises mobile test lab without compromising internal security by bridging the closed
lab network to the enterprise network through a single controlled connection.
The integration of Tricentis Tosca Testsuite with CloudMonkey LabManager provides enterprise
customers with a number of advantages. Since it resides behind the safety of the customer&#39;s
firewall, the on-premises solution ensures the complete physical security of mobile devices; it also
provides remote device access for the entire company. Users can run continuous integration (CI)
tests automatically from their CI systems and run their automated tests from Tricentis Tosca
Testsuite.
"Effective applications are, in essence, the heart of enterprise business today, and mobile
deployments are powering more and more transactions daily," said Sandeep Johri, CEO, Tricentis.
"By partnering with CloudMonkey Mobile, the world&#39;s leading enterprises will be able to ensure
both a rapid delivery of functioning applications that support business goals as well as a seamless
end-user experience."
"Mobile apps are putting engagement and interaction in millions of hands worldwide every day," said
Stu Stern, CEO of CloudMonkey Mobile. "Tricentis and CloudMonkey Mobile create a real synergy
for organizations committed to assuring a quality experience across a wide array of consumer
devices".
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